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About This Game

This is the demo version of NoLimits 2

Update: Oculus Runtime 1.3 (for DK2/CV1) and OpenVR (Vive) supported since NoLimits 2.2.4.6

NoLimits is the ultimate roller coaster simulation that lets you experience authentic roller coaster thrills. Climb into the world's
most famous roller coasters and experience the excitement in real time. Or design a new roller coaster that is engineered to your

specifications.

Use a full-featured roller coaster editor with a CAD-style wire-frame display to build a custom coaster. Drag and drop track,
supporting structures, and other objects. Use slider bars to change the perspective of the elements being designed, and to zoom

in and out. Your only constraints are the laws of physics and your imagination.

After you have designed and constructed your roller coaster, NoLimits 2 serves up a real-time roller coaster experience, from
the time the train chugs its way up the first slope, to the time it stops to a stop on the exit platform. The simulation includes the
sounds of the wind rushing by, and the metal-on-metal sounds that are integral to enjoying a coaster ride. It's easy to choose any

seat on any car in the coaster train. Use the computer's mouse to change the line of sight and angle of vision.

NoLimits 2 is the world's most comprehensive roller coaster simulation, with results so realistic that professional designers like
John Wardley use NoLimits 2 to create and test designs for physical roller coasters. Roller coaster manufacturers including
Vekoma Rides Manufacturing B.V., The Gravity Group, Inc., Great Coasters International, Inc., Premier, Inc., Maurer Söhne
GmbH, Intamin A.G. and others have used NoLimits for purposes including layout, design and integration, visualization and
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marketing.

NoLimits Roller Coaster Simulation 2 is the ultimate roller coaster simulation, hands down. Don't believe us? Just ask the
pros.

Demo restrictions

 Can be used for 15 days only

 Only 4 available coaster styles

 Only 3 demo parks

 Very limited park saving

 No video recording

 No screenshots

Features of the full version

 Designed for multi-core CPUs and next generation graphics

 Realistic roller coaster physics

 Integrated park editor

 Everything realtime!

 37 different coaster styles including 4D, Spinning, Wooden, Flying, Inverted & Suspended

 Shuttle coasters

 Switches and transfer tracks

 Different worn levels to simulate aging

 Different rail type

 More than one train at the same time

 More than one coaster in the same park

 Dual stations

 Duelling coasters using synchronized stations

 Custom spline positions relatively to track

 Backwards running train option

 Block sections

 Realitistic control of brakes
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 Animated brakes, wheels, lifts, harnesses, gates, etc.

 Intelligent track spline options

 Complex support structure design

 Different camera perspectives: onboard, free, target, fly-by

 Special walk mode (with collision detection)

 Choose your seat, car, train and coaster

 Mouse simulates head moving

 Advanced terrain engine

 Next generation graphics with normal mapping, specular mask, reflections and realtime shadows

 Lens flare effect

 Volumetric light and fog effects

 Depth-of-field effect

 Weather effects

 Dynamic sky with Day-Night-Cycle

 3D Surround Sound using OpenAL

 Environmental Audio Effects (Reverb inside tunnels etc.)

 Integrated environment editor to change skybox, and background

 Lots of shipped demo environments (high mountains, flat background)

 Integrated scripting language

 Shipped with demo objects and scripts

 Import of 3DS and LWO files for custom scene objects

 Integrated light pattern creator tool for generating animated light textures

 Water splash effect for coasters with water scoops (dive coaster, staggered hyper coaster)

 Integrated Formula track element language

 Integrated Force vector track element designer

 Package file export

 High quality video export with perfect frame timing
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 Lots of shipped demo parks
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Title: NoLimits 2 Roller Coaster Simulation Demo
Genre: Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Ole Lange
Publisher:
Mad Data GmbH & Co. KG
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP with Service Pack 3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with Shader Model 3 and with at least 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Good graphics card is very important. Some integrated graphics solutions might be too slow.

English
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The problem is that the game is too rough and has bugs for it to be recommended. While the shooting & levels are pretty
standard the gun customization is cool! Swapping out gun parts that you find in the levels is great, especially since there are
three different guns to play with. However, it could be explained a lot better. It's a little unclear what a part is going to change
besides the numbers on the screen. Which isn't the full story.

The story is completely nonsensical but does that even matter? It's about the shooting.

What really sums it up is that at the end boss I died and respawned in the same room. But the screen didn't come back from the
transition, it stayed a solid grey color. Well I died and tried again, OK back in the mix. Then it happened all over again. Well
that's just too much crap to go through to try and finish this game. It's also not the first bug I encountered. I know bugs are
difficult to get rid of and I'm typically very lenient but after death screen transition!?

Overall, SKIPCHASER is fine. If somehow you have more patience than me (you probably do) then I might consider this. I'm
pretty sure I was about to make it to the end and I had a decent time getting there. There's no way I could thumbs up this now
though :(

Checkout my curator for more reviews!
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/26701155-The-Pepp-Selection\/. Ok. This game aged very very badly. Even with the
Legacy DLC i cant get any joy out of this game. I haved played many old school classics on Steam but this is really not worth it.
"The Dig" from Lucas Arts comes in VGA graphics as well but is sooo much more enjoyable. Not even for nostalgic reasons is
this game to be recommended.. The graphics have improved considerably since the previous episode and it is one of the most
interesting story in the series. However, the controls are just as clunky if not worse. I have actually ran into game-breaking
issues when the character was stuck and I had to reload a previous save. To avoid this, save often!!! Other than that, I would
recommend it.. Wow, this is an amazing and original game, it certainly gets you thinking but keeps you hooked as well! A very
refreshing change to tax the grey matter. Oh, and that soundtrack too.........

Buy it now, you won't regret it!!!!!. Liked. Yes.. If for some unknown reason someone offers you a choice of either A: playing
this game or B: putting your genitals in a red hot deep fryer, opt for B.. If you like craps or have a passing interest, then I'd
recommend this game. The game is fully functional and enjoyable. The developers are also active and responsive and this is only
the beginning.. Haha good for a laugh. It's a good game and I like the story but there were a few mistakes in the English
translation (I could still read it though).
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How do I get it to play with 2 players from one PC? It says press "K" to join, but nothing happens. Do you need controllers for
it?. Review for Jagged Alliance - Back in Action: Shades of Red DLC

This is only one map and you can't choose the mercs, but it's a good map.

I bought it on a sale action and hade fun.. I love this game. Have been playing nearly non-stop since I bought it today. So simple
and so addictive. The game crashed once, but it remembered on what level I was playing, so I could just continue when starting
it up.
. I am very pleased with this romance visual novel.

The protagonist is a person of color. There are other people of color. There are queer characters \/ romance paths. And - get this
- there are polyamorous characters. HOLY F*CK! Thank you. Just thank you, Woodsy Studio for all the diversity in your VN,
and actually acknowledging polyamorous people exist and portraying them in positive light.

The story, outside of the romance paths, is quite good. The protagonist is not a princess or queen, but a regent. The game
features a mini-game of sorts that involves debating and winning debates affects certain aspects of the story. As regent, the
protagonist makes several important decisions about her nation's affairs. Some people have compared this VN to Long Live the
Queen, but I don't really see it like that. LLtQ had more to do with stats and very careful planning, whereas, Serafina's Crown is
not really like that. Making choices affects stats affiliated with certain gods in the game, but there's a lot more leisure to say
whatever the player actually wants to. Also, there's only one way to die, and that's breaking the oath the protagonist can take
during Roza's route.

I thought the art was just fine. I admit that it's a bit simplistic, but I don't think it's bad. I guess people are complaining about it
because it isn't anime-style and beautifully airbrushed. Just because someone can view the art as ugly doesn't mean it's bad.

Minor complaints: There were some typos. I also saw one instance where a word was missing from a sentence.
I can see from the achievement icon that Belatrix, the former queen, was a POC, but it's weird that a portrait of her isn't shown
in the game at all. Her character spoken about quite often, but I felt it was odd to leave out what she looked like. I know there's
a VN that came before this one, but it's always nice when games can be played individually.

I can't get over how awesome this VN was and I definitely recommend it.. A nice exploration of ideas. Worth about 10 minutes..
Here is a let's play!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG7K-AsDAFg. The loco has many bugs despite update. The manual doesn't explain loco
operation properly and it's undriveable with hud, you must use mouse.

Can be enjoyed, but be prepared for many annoyances.

Crucial elements not in manual: you must switch the gear raio on the middle panel to drive faster than 50 kph. To decrease
throttle gradually, you must use mouse. For braking, use mouse.... :(

For shunting it's very gimmicky.. Overpriced, unbalanced, inflexible. This is a game that is over 4 years old now, and still costs
20 dollars. It's ridiculous! Second, many of the in-game options are unbalanced. I have been assassinated, by environmentalists,
when I had a carbon tax and strong anti-pollution regulations. Most importantly, I find, the amount of actual changes you can
make besides different degrees of neoliberal capitalism is very low. You can't have any kind of socialism(Social democracy is
very attainable, but the closest thing to a leftist ideology in the game, and it's still capitalist.), you can't abolish the government,
and limited government doesn't work great either. You can't really have fascism either.

Even the sequel to this game(Democracy 3) is still plagued by many of these problems, but slighty less so. If you really want a
game like this, just skip this one and get Democracy 3, but the entire series isn't the best, I find. There isn't a really high amount
of replayability, either, it all gets to be the same pattern, for me. (Make some changes, keep budget balanced, some terrorist
group gets angry, I get assassinated after about an hour of playing)

Can't recommend.. Really good game and great to play with friends, but it still has a lot of issues the developer needs to fix.
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1. I have played with a friend and won all three games, and had highest overall score, yet he got the win in his stats.
2. The game often glitches and I end up with 9 or 10 cards in my hand.
3. We have had games where in our stats, we both got the win, even though clearly one of us had lost by a large margin.
4. Local multiplayer doesn't work, and instead requires both people to be using the same PC, which is just the same as pass and
play.
5. When playing the bots, the scores seem to 'swap'. So for example, I won game 1 with a score of +30, and the bot had -4. After
game 2, the scores had switches, so the bot had +30 for game 1, and I had the score of -4.

The list of issues I keep finding are piling up. These all seem like basic things that should have been noted in testing. I have
unfortunately had to change my recommendation to not recommended, because of them.
If these can be fixed, I would highly recommend this game.. NEVER BUY THIS GAME
THE PRICE WENT UP FROM ABOUT 2-5$ TO THIS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ITS SUCKS HORRIBLE
GAMEPLAY AND EVERYTHING
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